What’s Your Resourcing
and Capability Roadmap?
How an Essential Function Keeps Pace with Demand
Five Recommendations for Evolving
Biopharmaceutical Alliance Management

Research and Analysis by Jan Twombly, CSAP and Jeff Shuman, CSAP, PhD

The Rhythm of Business is conducting an ongoing study into the practice of alliance management
in biopharmaceutical companies. To date, we’ve interviewed 31 alliance managers from 29 big
pharma, biotech, and animal health alliance management functions; some of our study’s key findings
appear in the Q3 2018 issue of Strategic Alliance.
There is no longer any doubt, our study has found: alliance management is acknowledged at the highest
executive levels as an essential strategic capability in today’s biopharmaceutical company. However,
everything we’ve learned through the interviews—in addition to more informal interactions with
dozens of alliance managers—points to a core challenge confronting alliance leaders:
How will you continue to resource and evolve your alliance management capability to keep pace with
the scientific and business changes hurtling at the industry that are in turn driving the need for more
and more partnering and externalization?
We offer the following five recommendations to help you develop your answer to this critical
question within the context of your company’s culture, strategy, and structure:

Build a
Business Plan

Set a
“North Star”

Develop a
Resourcing
Strategy

Create a
Communications
Plan

Automate
Basic
Workflow

Set a “North Star.”
Think of your North Star as your guiding purpose, as defined by your customers, the executives
with the ultimate financial responsibility for the tangible results of the alliance. The North Star
provides focus and helps set boundaries.
Every North Star should have a single metric that captures the core value you deliver to your
customers. It is a powerful way to focus your team, create transparency and understanding of what
alliance management does, communicating demonstrable progress and outcomes to customers.

Build a business plan.
It doesn’t matter if you are one person just
getting alliance management started in a small
biotech or leading a team in a big pharma
company with multiple alliance management
teams. A business plan for building your
capability is a critical communication tool
that allows you to be clear about the value
you deliver, the scope of your work, and the
resources needed to carry it out. If you are
leading one of multiple teams, start with an
overarching strategy that defines the
company-wide perspective and then is
implemented through individual team plans.

Develop a resourcing strategy.

Chances are, your portfolio will keep growing. Create a proactive approach
for how you will staff new alliances, divestitures and winddowns, and alliances
assumed through acquisitions. Some alliance management teams are leading and
coordinating the integration of acquisitions in their entirety. In what combination
will you tier or segment alliances and leverage other functions, in addition to
carefully scoping the alliances your team will handle?
Build your argument for additional headcount now and determine the
triggers that require the next person as the portfolio grows. Help executives
understand how much of current revenue and the percentage of your pipeline—
the future revenues—depend on alliances—and what lean yet properly staffed
alliance management costs. Identify and qualify internal and external candidates
before you need them. Think about how you can use additional personnel who
have specialized functions, such as operations and communications. This lets
your alliance professionals focus on what they do best while creating a career
development path for future alliance managers.

Create a communication plan.
Make alliances and alliance management visible and transparent where it matters—
notably in the top two or three levels of an organization as well as at the team leader level.
Your business plan and resourcing strategy are your platform. Create senior-level forums
where alliances are discussed. Consider internal social media tools to disseminate specific
alliance communications, as well as to drive understanding of an alliance mindset and
influence the organization’s culture. Work with external communications to ensure that
your alliances are properly represented in earnings releases and annual reports—and
that you support your partners’ communication objectives.

Alliance management of biopharma partnerships has been woefully underserved when it comes
to automation of workflow. This is starting to change. More and more cloud-based applications
are addressing contract management, internal collaboration, analytics and reporting, and content
sharing. Every alliance management team needs a workflow automation strategy, an internal
website, a face to the world, and a multi-year technology roadmap. That roadmap includes upfront
investment and ongoing costs to digitize and scale those components of the practice that lend
themselves to automation. Hint: It is more than you think, given the rise of expert technologies
such as artificial intelligence and blockchain. Get ahead of the curve while you still can.

Automate basic workflow.

Learn More about Our Research
Want to learn more about the outcomes of our research? Read our cover story in the
Q3 2018 issue of Strategic Alliance, “No Longer Any Doubt: Alliance Management is an
Essential Strategic Capability of Today’s Biopharmaceutical Company.” You can find the
article and a similarly titled webinar—along with other resources for building capability—
at www.rhythmofbusiness.com.
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